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Abstract

To transfer a small number, we inherently need the small
number of bits. But all bit lines on a data bus change their
status and redundant power is consumed. To reduce the re-
dundant power consumption, we introduce a concept named
active bits. In this paper, we propose a power reduction
scheme for data buses using the active bits. Suppressing
switching activity of inactive bits, we can reduce redundant
power consumption.

We propose various power reduction techniques using
active bits and the implementation methods. Experimental
results illustrate 20% - 35% on average and up to 54.2%
switching activity reduction.

1. Introduction

Recently, many portable devices have been made low
power CMOS circuit design. In these devices low power
is an important and necessary issue in order to achieve long
battery life, low cost for package, high reliability and so on.
A digital system such as processor almost has datapath and
controller in many cases. The datapath is the largest power
consuming component in a system, because buses, memo-
ries and arithmetic circuits consume a great deal of power.

Datapath width, the bit width of buses and operational
units such as arithmetic circuits in a system, is an impor-
tant design parameter for power optimization. The datapath
width can be optimized for power minimization by means
of analyzing required bit-width of variables [12]. The tech-
nique is a static approach, because the optimization is done
in design phase. In this paper, we propose a difference ap-
proach that is dynamic approach applicable in run time.

To transfer a small number, we inherently need the small
number of bits. But all bit lines on a data bus change their
status and redundant power is consumed. We define active

bits as necessary bits of the data for computation, and inac-
tive bits as remaining bits excepting active bits in the data.
For example, the unsigned decimal number 1000 needs 10
bits in binary representation. In a 32 bits system, lower 10
bits are active bits and upper 22 bits are inactive ones.

Some techniques using similar concepts are studied.
Okuma et al. [8] presented a memory power reduction tech-
nique using active bits. They can achieve significant en-
ergy reduction compared to the monolithic memory, 52.2%
and 84.2% for JPEG and MPEG-2, respectively. An arith-
metic circuit power reduction technique is also introduced
by Brooks and Martonosi [4]. They propose a method to
reduce power in the integer execution unit of a processor
with aggressive clock gating inactive bits. Consequently,
the method reduces 45% - 60% power reduction for the in-
teger unit.

The power consumption in a CMOS circuit can be clas-
sified as static power consumption and dynamic power con-
sumption. In this paper, static power is ignored and only dy-
namic power is considered. The dynamic power consumed
by a CMOS circuit can be defined as follows:

Pchip ∝ V 2
DD · f ·

N∑

i=1

·CLi · αi

where Pchip:total power consumption of a chip, N :total
number of nodes of the circuit on the chip, f :the clock
frequency, CLi: the load capacitance at node i, VDD:the
power supply voltage and αi:the activity factor at node i.
It is note that capacitances for long buses are often signifi-
cantly higher than the capacitances for gates.

Lowering the activity factor is a very promising way of
decreasing the power consumption on buses. So we are now
focusing on reduction of αi. Several signal coding schemes
have been already proposed to minimize transition activity
on buses. When statistical properties are unknown a pri-
ori, the bus-invert technique [11] and the on-line adaptive
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Figure 1. An example of active bits

scheme [2] can be applied to coding randomly distributed
signals. The concepts of these methods are not available in a
whole system. In address buses, highly correlated data pat-
terns exhibit a spatio-temporal locality, so Panda et al. [9]
exploited the characteristics for energy reduction. Similar
approaches are proposed using Gray code addressing [6],
the T0 method [3], and the working-zone coding [7]. But
these methods do not efficiently work for a bus on which
distribution of the data change dynamically. In this pa-
per, we propose a power reduction scheme for data buses,
on which characteristics of the data distribution are often
changed and hard to expect. In our scheme, the active bits
are detected on the fly, and suppressing the wasteful switch-
ing activity of the inactive bits.

This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 intro-
duces a concept of active bits. In section 3 we propose low
power bus techniques using active bits, and show the power-
optimized implementation of the encoder-decoder system.
Experimental results are given in section 4. We conclude in
section 5.

2. Active Bits

There are many representations for data; an unsigned in-
teger form, a signed integer representation, a fixed point
digit one and a floating point digit one. We can define active
bits for each representation. In this paper we assume that all
data are represented as the unsigned and signed integers.

Now we define inactive bits and active bits. For the un-
signed integers, inactive bits are continuous string of 0’s
from the most significant bit. The remaining part is defined
as active bits (Fig. 1 (a)). For the signed integers, sign ex-
tension is also inactive bits (Fig. 1 (b)).

We call the number of active bits as active bitwidth. In
particular, we make active bitwidth zero when value of data
is 0 (all bits are zero). Fig. 2 shows an example of active bits
and active bitwidth in data sequences in the case of unsigned
integer representation. The underlines (Fig. 2 (a)) indicate
active bits. The remaining bits after deleting the continuous
0’s (Fig. 2 (b)) and the length of active bits are active bits
and active bitwidth (Fig. 2 (c)), respectively.

Fig. 3 shows an example of occurrence each active
bitwidth in a 32-bit datapath width system. An mpeg2play
program with a 245k byte picture is adopted as a sample
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Figure 3. Active bitwidth on 32-bit data bus
(app.: mpeg2play,data size: 245k byte)

application. In the figure 3, 80% of data on the data bus are
8 or less active bitwidth. When active bits only are activate
on the bus, the bus activity is 30.0%.

At the point of compilation, ways of access to memo-
ries are determined by instructions. There are three access
types; word access (per 32 bits), half-word access (per 16
bits), byte access (per 8 bits). 28%, 27% and 45% of all
access is word, half-word and byte access respectively. If
the bus is activated by access unit, the bus activity is 52.8%.
In this case, the part including many inactive bits is also ac-
tivated. Therefore it is important to detect active bits and
inactive bits dynamically.

3. Detection and Coding Mechanisms

3.1. Overview

All information is included in active bits. This means
that values of inactive bits can be ignored. Since decreas-
ing αi, in other words increasing unchanged signal values,
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induce power reduction. Therefore it is possible to reduce
power consumption by using a technique that signal values
of inactive bits at time t hold previous values at time t-1.
Figure 4 presents the result of applying the technique to the
example of Figure 2. The underlines and don’t cares indi-
cate active bits and inactive bits, respectively. Total switch-
ing count is 51 in the original data sequences, while total
switching count is 29 in the encoded data sequences. When
active bitwidth of previous original data is large and active
bitwidth of current original data is small (in other words,
the difference of active bitwidth of two consecutive data is
large), the switching reduction effect is more higher. In the
case of the mpeg2play program with the data streaming, the
difference of active bitwidth of two consecutive data is often
large.

Extra bits are required when a receiver knows active bits
in the data. We consider two techniques to indicate active
bitwidth: onehot coding and binary coding (Figure 5). One-
hot coding is one by which a bit is used to indicate a state
(an active bitwidth). Using binary coding, whole states are
encoded in binary form.

In an N-bit bus, there are N states to indicate active
bitwidth. The number of extra bits with onehot coding is
N+1. Binary coding requires �log2 (N + 1)� extra bits. In
the both cases, a state of active bitwidth zero should be con-
sidered. Next, we introduce extra bits reduction techniques.

3.2. Granularity Control in Active Bitwidth

Increase of extra bits causes increase of area complexity
and power consumption of extra bits. Hence it is important
to reduce extra bits. It is effective to reduce the number
of states to indicate active bits. Firstly, we inquire into the
relation between the number of states and switching count
of extra bits.

We encode γ states by using onehot and binary coding.
We assume that γ is power of 2 (= 1, 2, 4, 8, ...) and the
probability of occurrence of each state is equal.

Binary coding requires log2γ bits. The probability of oc-
currence of 1 (or 0) of each bit is 1/2, because the probabil-
ity of occurrence of each state is equal. The probability of
switching of a bit is 1/2. We define Ebin as expected value
of switching count of extra bits by using binary coding. In
the case, Ebin is (log2γ)/2.

Onehot coding requires γ bits. The probability of occur-
rence of 1 of each bit is 1/γ. The probability of of switching
of a bit is (2γ − 2)/γ2. We define Eone as expected value
of switching count of extra bits by using onehot coding. In
the case, Eone is (2γ − 2)/γ.

Assume γ = 16, for binary coding the number of extra
bits is 4 and Ebin = 2.00. For onehot coding, the number
of extra bits is 16 and Eone = 1.88. In the case of γ = 8, for
binary coding extra bits is 3 and Ebin = 1.50. For onehot
coding the number of extra bits is 8 and Eone = 1.75. For
low power, binary coding is superior to onehot coding when
the number of states is 8 or less (remember γ is power of
2). Onehot coding is better than binary coding when the
number of states is over 8. In all cases, the number of extra
bits for onehot coding are larger than binary ones.

Secondly, we introduce a technique for reducing the
number of states. A bus are divided into multiple parts. Af-
ter division, each partition is called a segment. We define
variables as follows:

• Nseg: the number of segments

• bi: the bitwidth of segment i (bi ≥ 1)

The variables must satisfy the formula (1).

Nseg∑

i=1

bi = N (1)

where N is the datapath width (equal to data bus width). In
this subsection, we consider that all bi are equal to N/Nseg

(subsection 3.4 introduces a case that different bitwidth of
each segment is permitted). We define the active segments
as segments including one or more active bits. To simplify
discuss, the representation of data is an unsigned one only.
We call segments including active bits active segments. Re-
maining segments are inactive segments. The number of
active segments is defined as active segmentwidth.
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Figure 6. An example of embedding approach

The number of active segments plus one (one bit is used
for active segmentwidth 0) is the number of states (γ) to
be encoded by using onehot and binary coding. If N seg is
small (small states), the small number of extra bits and small
switching count of extra bits is achieved generally. To re-
duce the number of states accomplishes switching count and
the number of extra bits reduction. But it reduces the advan-
tage of switching count reduction on data, because inactive
bits in active segments increase.

3.3. Embedding Approach

This paragraph introduces a coding using active bits
without extra bits. The reason why extra bits are not used is
that information of active bitwidth is embedded in the data
on the original bus. This encoding consists of three stages.
At first stage, the current values in active bits on the bus are
held. At second stage, the current value of the most signif-
icant active bit on the bus is inverted. Finally, the original
data of the remaining active bits are added.

In a reciever, comparing previous and current bits from
the most significant bit to the least significant bit between
two data, a first bit which the two values of two bits are
different indicates a start position of active bits. We call
this technique an embedding approach. Using the number
of the same bits from the most significant bit between two
data (we define as s), active bitwidth can be obtained (N-s).

Figure 6 shows an example of the embedding approach.
In the figure, underlines and squares indicate active bits and
start positions of the most significant of active bits, respec-
tively. Total switching count is 37 in the data sequences. It
should be noted that its decoder cost to hold previous values
on the bus is somewhat large (more detail in section 3.5).

3.4. Application-Specific Granularity Control in
Active Bitwidth

This section presents a technique that the detection gran-
ularity of active bits is tailored to a particular application. It
means that bi can not be constant. Initially, we define the

probability of appearances of active bitwidth i as Pact(i).
We assume that the probability of each active bitwidth is
given. This application-specific information can be pro-
vided from simulation in advance. In the final, a bus is
partitioned into M segments with optimized bi.

In initial condition, we consider finest granularity detec-
tion that ∀i, bi = 1. Next we combine two segments, which
are continuous ones. Combining segments makes the num-
ber of segments and extra bits decrease. We don’t combine
three or more segments in the single operation because of
avoiding computational complexity (this approach is heuris-
tic approach). In this paper, an onehot coding technique
is adopted to encode active segmentwidth. Application-
specific detection granularity control by using a binary one
is future work.

We deal with two continuous segments; a lower segment
is segment i, a upper segment is segment i+1. To combine
the segments results in changing switching count. The in-
creasing and decreasing of switching in the original bus and
extra bits are considered separately. We define the expected
value of the increase and decrease of the switching count
in the original and extra parts as ∆Ebus, ∆Eextra, respec-
tively. In the original bus, switching count increase the only
one case, when the segment i is active segment and the seg-
ment i+1 is inactive segment, respectively. ∆Ebus is de-
fined as follows:

∆Ebus = (bi+1/2) · Pact(i) · PT

where PT is the sum of data accesses on the bus.
The number of increase and decrease of switching in ex-

tra bits is defined as follows:

∆Eextra = −2Pact(i) · Pact(i + 1) · PT.

Therefore the sum of increase of switching count ∆E total

is

∆Etotal = Pact(i) · (bi+1/2 − 2Pact(i + 1)) · PT.

Computing the equation ∆Etotal, a pair of two segments
which ∆Etotal is the minimum is combined. After that, the
probability of occurrence of the segment is calculated by
adding the probability of occurrence of each ones. This
operation repeats until the sum of segments is M . We
summarize this procedure in Figure 7. The information of
∀i, Pact(i) is given in advance by tracing the data. The val-
ues of b each segment are outputed by this procedure.

3.5. Implementation

In this subsection we evaluate the encoder and decoder
circuits to implement our techniques. The encoder circuit
consists of two parts, a circuit to detect active bitwidth and a
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Figure 7. Procedure for application-specific
granularity control

circuit to generate encoded data on the basis of information
of active bitwidth.

We designed the encoders and decoders with verilog-
HDL, the circuits are synthesized by design compiler (Syn-
opsys corp.) under constraint of power optimizing by using
process technology of HITACHI 0.18µm. Table 1 and 2
report the evaluation of synthesized circuits.

We compared the Bus-Invert (BI) technique with ours.
The BI technique is one of the most popular coding tech-
niques. The BI and our techniques are well suited to a data
bus. We evaluated the encoders and decoders of our tech-
niques and BI with random input patterns. In the encoders,
the BI consumes power about three times more than the oth-
ers. The encoder circuit of BI uses plural FAs and XORs as
basic cells. Power consumption of these cells is somewhat
large. In the decoders, the circuit for the embedding ap-
proach consumes more power. The reason is that there are
many latches to hold previous values in the decoder of the
embedding approach.

If a whole system is designed by using active bit, it is
possible to share an active bitwidth detector of each com-
ponent of the system. Since an encoded data holds origi-
nal information in active bits, it is easy to pick out original
informaion by using an active bitwidth each data. There-
fore overhead can be reduced when plural components in a
whole system are designed by the concept based on active
bit. For example, assume that in a data bus and an arithmetic
circuit parts the techniques using active bits are used. When
an encoded data using our codings is transfered from the
data bus to inputs of the arithmetic circuit without decoding
the data, an decoder in the bus and an active bit detector in
the arithmetic circuit are not needed.

When only an encoder (Nseg = 32(unsigned)) is used
without an active bitwidth detector and a decoder in the bus

part, delay penalty is 3.18 n sec. Hence we can save on
hardware cost by using techniques by Okuma et al. and
Brooks et al. together. However for low power systems,
we must design power efficient circuits of encoder-decoder
to implement our scheme, especially embedding approach
because of larger hardware penalty than others.

4. Experimental Results

We demonstrate experimental results by using our pro-
posed techniques and BI one. The SimpleScalar [1], which
is the processor simulator, is utilized as a tool to obtain data
on the bus. This model has a 32-bits data bus. We select the
mpeg2play program and several SPEC2000 benchmarks as
experimental application programs. For data dependency
analysis, three images are used for the mpeg2play program:
116k byte, 245k byte and 649k byte images. We first trace
data sequences on the data bus when memory accesses are
occurred. After that, we apply our techniques and the BI
technique to the data sequences. In the BI coding, if the
Hamming distance between the present data and the last
data of the bus is lager than N/2, the present data is trans-
mitted with each bit inverted. An extra bit, called invert
line, is required to signal the receiver side whether the bus
is inverted or not.

Table 3 shows the results of switching count reduction
by various techniques. Five techniques are used to encode
data sequences of each benchmark. The five techniques are
as follows:

• Finest granularity detection (Nseg = 32) for unsigned
integers (u)

• Finest granularity detection (Nseg = 32) for signed in-
tegers (s)

• Embedding approach

• operand: word, half-word, byte access

• BI (Bus-Invert) technique

In the operand case, the number of active bits of each mem-
ory access type(word,half-word,byte) is 32, 16 and 8, re-
spectively.

In the table 3, all results contain the switching count of
extra bits. Power saving from 20% to 34% can be achieved
by using our techniques. In the best case, 54.2% of total
switching count is reduced. Most cases using our tech-
niques are better than the operand and BI cases. In the
case of the operand, since the processor almost accesses the
memory by the word access type, few switching count is re-
duced. The BI technique has no effect in the case that Ham-
ming distance do not change drastically. Therefore switch-
ing count of some applications are not reduced. We cannot
observe data dependency for the mpeg2play program.



Table 1. Evaluation of Encoders
our approach

Nseg = 32(unsigned) Nseg = 32(signed) embedding BI
extra bits 32 32 0 1

Cells 196 261 279 288
Area (µm2) 10775 14100 12157 17625
Power(µW ) 377 593 452 1560
Delay(n sec) 6.63 9.89 8.78 5.91

Table 2. Evaluation of Decoders
our approach

Nseg = 32(unsigned) Nseg = 32(signed) embedding BI
extra bits 32 32 0 1

Cells 80 124 255 32
Area (µm2) 2865 4369 12995 1966
Power(µW ) 177 281 665 215
Delay(n sec) 4.25 4.79 7.72 0.19

The experimental results of granularity control are in-
troduced in table 4. In the case of onehot coding for ac-
tive bitwidth, high swiching count saving is achieved by
fine granularity segmetation. Contrary, using rough gran-
ularity segmentation in the case of binary coding for active
bitwidth, high switching count reduction is achieved. Bold
types in the table 4 indicate the most efficient granularity
efficient cases each application. In the rough granularity
cases, large switching count of extra bits is reduced. In con-
sequent, total switching count is more reduced than the fine
granularity cases.

Table 5 and Figure 8 show the results using the
application-specific granularity control technique. We
adopted the mpeg2play program with a 245k byte image.
In the figure 8, we can see that each segmentwidth is differ-
enct after applying the application-specific granularity con-
trol. High switching count saving is achieved in the case
of Nseg = 2. If you can know an application apriori, the
technique introduced in 3.4 is efficient.

We discuss the total power consumption of the bus,
which include the extra circuits. The coding system con-
sists of three parts; encoder, decoder, bus itself. Here the
mpeg2play with a 245k byte image is used for this experi-
ment. Figure 9 shows the comparison of total power con-
sumption by using the all coding techniques. The X axis
is a capacitance scale, which is proportion to wire length
on a bus. In short bus, the Nseg = 32 (an unsigned repre-
sentation) is the most low power coding, The embedding
approach is the most effective coding in long bus. In all
cases, our proposed techniques are more power-efficiency
than the BI coding. But this coding’s delay penalty is the

Table 5. Comparison of switching count re-
duction ratio using application-specific de-
tection approach (%)

Nseg

32 16 8 4 2
fixed bi(= N/Nseg) 45.6 44.1 42.7 40.3 27.0

variable bi 45.6 44.1 44.1 43.6 38.8

most largest. When delay penalty in a system is severe, the
finest granularity coding Nseg = 32 is more better. How-
ever this coding needs a lots extra bits. If the margin for
extra bits (for example, I/O pins and so on) is small, the
granularity control approach is reasonable. If other sys-
tem components are made by the concept of active bits, the
power consumption in the whole system will be more lower
because of the decrease of overhead.

5. Conclusions

This paper presented a novel low power bus scheme
based on reducing switching activity using dynamic active
bits detection. Suppressing switching activity of inactive
bits, we can reduce redundant power consumption. Our
scheme is more effective when active bitwidth in an appli-
cation is very changeful.



Table 3. Comparison of switching count reduction
App. unencoded reduction(%)

#switching Nseg = 32(u) Nseg = 32(s) embedding operand BI
mpeg2play

(116k) 116570540 37.1 40.1 38.7 21.1 41.2
(245k) 196764229 45.6 49.0 49.6 32.5 48.0
(649k) 578222755 34.4 37.0 34.4 17.9 38.0

go 812346509 33.8 33.8 54.2 0.00 0.00
gzip 1054170245 10.5 10.2 16.6 -3.08 10.8
bzip2 8858426 17.8 17.8 36.2 26.6 0.00
perl 1828596 14.5 20.4 24.1 0.00 11.2

mesa 1744339 19.0 19.0 31.5 -0.13 1.11
wupwise 22486 18.0 19.0 27.9 4.18 14.9
average – 22.7 24.4 34.3 8.58 12.6

Table 4. Switching count reduction ratio by using granularity control (%)

App. onehot coding binary coding
Nseg

32 16 8 4 2 1 32 16 8 4 2
mpeg2play

(116k) 37.1 35.5 34.2 31.8 22.9 6.48 30.0 35.4 37.9 38.6 26.9
(245k) 45.6 44.1 42.7 40.3 27.0 5.19 40.7 44.8 46.5 45.3 30.9
(649k) 34.4 32.1 31.0 28.0 21.9 6.86 26.7 31.3 34.4 35.8 26.0

go 33.8 28.8 28.8 38.9 30.5 20.3 23.7 28.8 39.0 49.1 20.3
gzip 10.5 12.0 9.19 7.63 1.94 1.58 8.83 11.6 12.7 12.2 8.13
bzip2 17.8 18.5 19.1 18.5 19.2 29.6 7.19 13.1 19.1 25.6 31.1
perl 14.5 13.8 11.8 11.5 3.67 5.25 13.3 10.8 14.2 16.7 12.0

mesa 19.0 17.1 16.1 13.6 10.8 15.9 6.75 9.30 14.5 20.0 22.1
wupwise 18.0 16.6 15.6 16.2 9.71 5.02 12.3 13.9 17.7 18.7 15.2
average 22.7 21.6 20.5 20.9 14.7 11.8 16.1 18.9 23.1 26.8 20.0

We presented overhead reduction methods and intro-
duced the implementation of our proposed techniques. We
can also obtain optimized granularity for switching activity
saving when an application is specified in a system. Since
it is available to use active bits in a whole datapath for low
overhead, we will study how to integrate the techniques us-
ing active bits.

In ultra deep submicron VLSI designs coupling effects
between on-chip interconnects and leakage current must be
addressed. The upper bits, the more effective it is to re-
duce switching activity by using our scheme. Since lower
bits are low switching activity, we can utilize lower bits for
shielding against coupling effects like bus shuffling cod-
ing [10, 5]. Extra bits cause additional leakage energy.
Therefore we must suppress increasing extra bits. We will
study low power bus techniques considering these effects
on power consumption in deep submicron era.
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